Mobile Forensics Development of Mobile Banking Application using Static Forensic
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ABSTRACT
Modern society often conducts transactions through the banking system in many purposes. Suppose transfers between accounts or between banks, monthly subscription payments, and so forth. To facilitate such transactions, many banks provide a service to customers in the form of mobile banking applications. But the increasingly sophisticated technology used in providing the service, the greater the threat of cybercrime in the world around customers. By way of forensic analysis forensic data with the static method expected to obtain important information or data that can be used as digital evidence. Suppose the access log, transaction records, customer profiles, and so on. Because the important information that can be misused as a security loophole to carry out illegal access. This study focused on the analysis of the log data mobile banking application, expected results reached 80%. After testing and analysis of the mobile banking application, there is no important information that can be used for unauthorized access. And the security level applied modern enough to secure from unauthorized access action.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays people do banking transactions through for various purposes. For example, money transfers, payment of a monthly subscription, and others. To facilitate the transaction, any banks providing services to the customers. Providing services such as Mobile Banking application.

Mobile banking application is software that can be embedded into a smartphone. Mobile banking can be defined as the ability to perform banking transactions through a mobile equipment, or more broadly to carry out financial transactions through mobile terminal [1].

Mobile banking facility to assist and facilitate community purposes in conducting needs relating to banking transactions. Mobile banking has the ability to perform banking activities virtually any time (no time limit) and anywhere (without limitation location) [2].

The increasing use of mobile banking application services currently subjects to risk and danger from the perpetrators of cybercrime which could result in material losses. One of the crimes that may occur in the use of mobile banking is duplicate or cloned authorizing access mobile banking. The banking system does not know whether the transactions made on the mobile banking facility is actually derived from the original customer account owner or not.

Researchers aim to find digital evidence and critical information as a potential crime or vulnerability of the mobile banking services. Some examples of important information related to mobile banking services that the customer account, log history, transaction history and customer profile. The important information is the vulnerability of digital crime.

Sphere of interest which will be conducted by researchers are digging potential as digital evidence contained in the application of mobile banking as an effort to help complete the information on the activity of mobile forensic and analyze the security level applied.

2. CURRENT RESEARCH
Current development shows that there is an increasing number of mobile users for internet banking transactions in the midst of modern society. Mobile banking technology allows people to conduct transactions anytime and anywhere. Therefore banks currently offer a variety of mobile transaction services to facilitate customers. And the provision of mobile electronic services like that only costs a relatively more expensive when compared to the cost of placing an ATM machine (Automated Teller Machine) along with maintenance costs [3].

People who use mobile banking facility has a level of sensitivity of the personal information that they give in financial transactions. The researchers analyzed the use of mobile banking application on the rights of access provided as a security mechanism in the application. Permission system permissions are embedded in a mobile banking application can cause serious effects if the security level is known by others and used in accordance owner’s actual access [4]. It is illustrated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>A lower-risk permission that gives requesting apps access to isolated app-level features, with minimal risk to other apps, the system, or the user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dangerous</td>
<td>A higher-risk permission that would give a requesting app access to private user data or control over the device that can negatively impact the user.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature</td>
<td>A permission that the system grants only if the requesting app is signed with the same certificate as the app that declared the permission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>A permission that the system grants only to apps that are in the Android system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Researchers looked at hacking actions against global banking account (in the world) has caused inestimable losses. That is because there are many weaknesses in the banking system, in particular the researchers analyzed the security system on the mobile banking application. Analysis conducted aimed at identifying and classifying embedding security at the mobile
banking system. The results found in the study was the use of encrypted security level, there is a system of authentication and authorization are layered, and there is a network layer security system [5].

Mobile banking application is attractive because it is convenient to be used, although there are still security gaps. Researchers analyzed the security system on a GSM network that is used to operate a mobile banking application is meant to connect with the banking server [6]. Security Protocol-Based Mobile Banking SMS with Formal Verification, is a proposal on a new protocol to be embedded in the security of mobile banking applications. The system will be implanted at the level of authentication and payment is expected to provide security in SMS communication between the customer and the bank system through a mobile banking application [7].

3. BASIC THEORY

A. Mobile Banking

Mobile banking is banking service that applying information technology. Mobile banking or so-called m-banking is a banking service provided by the bank to support the smoothness and ease of banking activities. The effectiveness and efficiency of customers to conduct mobile banking transactions will not run if it is not supported by the mobile phone and internet networks.

Although both of use a mobile phone as a means, mobile banking has newer technologies for using an application that must be downloaded and installed a smartphone, compared to SMS-banking with is only by means of Short Message Service (SMS) [8]. Figure 1 is security system of mobile network protocols and server security bank [8].

![Figure 1: Illustration of security on mobile networks and the bank server](image)

B. Mobile Forensic

Digital Forensic to review important information contained in the digital electronic devices for specific purposes, such information can be obtained and used as digital evidence legally before the law. There are also audio forensic, image forensic, and others.

While on mobile forensic science is one of the main parts of the digital forensic science. Mobile forensic is the science that related to electronic devices that can be taken anywhere and it easy to move (mobile). For example, mobile phones, smartphones, GPS devices, etc. [9].

The information which can be analyzed in the science of mobile forensic usually SMS history, call log, contact telephone number on the cell phones and the crucial information that are found in the smartphone apps which can be used as digital evidence, and various other information related to digital evidence [10].

C. Log

Basically, the process of acquisition and investigation of solving cases using digital evidence includes in the digital forensic science. In the digital forensic science, there are two methods regarding acquisition techniques, namely live forensic and forensic static. The example of log data acquisition related to digital evidence from mobile device shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Example of log data acquisition](image)

The difference is that the live forensic analysis is performed live or in person when the device is active (in a position connected to the network), while static forensic analysis is a technique used in off-line evidence, when it is not connected to the network and investigators can immediately handle the evidence to be acquired.

For example, the forensic analysis uses static techniques on a hard disk which can be directly analyzed. Other example is when analyzing the mobile device (mobile phone or smartphone) that can be done without connecting to the wireless network.

The static forensic analysis is done through the static, data is preserved (stored through the cloning process beforehand) on a permanent storage media. Not all the data need to understand the circumstances (investigation) of the system which are examined [11].

4. RESEARCH METHOD

To perform mobile forensic investigation by a forensic static method on a mobile banking applications need to conduct acquisition and analysis with the following steps. Figure 3 is a static forensic acquisition process.

![Figure 3: Static forensic illustration](image)

Static forensic process is used conduct detailed analysis stage and careful review of the application system without being connected to the banking system through the network (offline). For example, in the form of relevant customer profile data, transaction logs, account number of the account owner and the account associated with the data of past transactions and other important data.

The investigation process is the last phase that preceded the examination and analysis of digital evidence. By using the tools that have been prepared, we did a systematic and detailed analysis. The analysis process is done manually to find the data of suspected illegal transaction records. As well as manual
analysis steps carried out for the required accuracy of data search.

Our execution data on potential digital evidence directly fixed on the smartphone device that is used as a medium of mobile banking transactions. The next process is the classification of data which have important information related to digital evidence or vulnerability, and data are not included in the digital evidence.

Handling process design and analysis of evidence are illustrated in Figure 4. This process is adopting the research that was done on a smartphone using mobile forensic analysis [12].

![Image of Figure 4: Research analysis design]

**Figure 4 : Research analysis design**

## 5. RESULT

### A. Handling Process

Today many people have a mobile device that every day is used for official and personal purposes. One of them is used as supporting transactional activity. It is in the form of Android-based smartphones. In addition, this device is handled as a potential source of digital evidence.

Simulation of cases in this study is a fraud or embezzlement access illegally outside the authorized account owner's knowledge. The media of acquisition and analysis in this study is a mobile device such as smartphones based on Android. Fraud action is taken in order to break into the mobile banking app access.

This study aims to analyze the potential of digital evidence in the smartphone. The digital evidence can be a data that describes the illegal actions access records or other supporting data. In addition, this study also analyzes the mobile banking applications to find vulnerabilities that can be exploited for illegal actions.

This stage contains the detection or identification device as potential digital evidence. Any evidence related to the handling of cases should be done immediately; it is due to the effectiveness and efficiency of handling follow the disclosure of evidence which must be appropriate and accurate.

### B. Acquisition Process

The acquisition process aims to collect data on the installed smartphone mobile banking application. At this stage logical data retrieval is done. This is done by using the Android software Commander and FTK Imager to process the imaging data. Using the Android Commander application.

This process separates the customer's mobile device, the device that will be handled with devices that are not potentially as digital evidence. The process of recording must be made clearly, including the name, type, serial number or other identification found on the evidence. Additionally, it is necessary to conduct detailed recording of the officer who made the handling of evidence.

At the time of acquisition, the smartphone should be on standby and mobile banking applications are not in the online state. Stages of the acquisition process using USB as a connection between a smartphone device with a computer. To avoid contamination and maintain the integrity of the data during the withdrawal process will require security using software USB Write Blocker.

Stages of data acquisition are done using Android software Commander can be seen in Figure 5.

![Image of Figure 5: Data acquisition process]

**Figure 5 : Data acquisition process**

The next stage is the process of digital imaging. The cloning process performed imaging data from smartphone devices. To ensure the authenticity of the data that has been acquired, recording a hash value on the data imaging results needs to be conducted. In addition there is some important information that should be recorded, such as the time of acquisition, the hash value, and data size imaging results. This is done because the hash value information clones will be verified with the hash value in the data analysis results.

The result of the imaging process data using software FTK Imager is shown in Table 2.

**Table 2 : Recording information on the results of digital imaging**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>AndroidDevice.ad1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Source</td>
<td>Logical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of Acquisition</td>
<td>Sun Sep 04 00:34:53 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of Acquisition</td>
<td>Sun Sep 04 00:50:27 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hash</td>
<td>MD5 : 7d8954fb347142635e410972daefdee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHA1 :</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results of the data acquisition process is performed in the form of safe handling and security.

C. The Process of Investigation and Analysis

a) Analysis of Process Flow

Explanation of process flow analysis conveyed about the mobile banking points - points that are generally common and used by bank customers. For examples steps to log in, checking balances, transaction banking, and log out. The step of workflow mobile banking application is illustrated in Figure 6.

![Figure 6: Process flow performance mobile banking application](image)

There are two (2) keys to access attestation of the process flow of mobile banking applications. The first is the validation of access password key when logging in the application, which serves as an access authentication approval to enter into the application system. The second access key is PIN which is used to validated permissions for banking transactions.

b) Data Analyze

At the stage of the analysis performed on data from imaging observations using FTK Imager software. Observations aim to find components that are potential as digital evidence related to mobile banking applications. The results of observation are summarized in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Folder</th>
<th>File</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>acct</td>
<td>$l30, cgroup,clone_children, cgroup.procs, cgroup.sane_behavior, cpuacct.stat, cpuacct.usage, cpuacct.usage_period, notify_on_release, release_agen, tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bin</td>
<td>adb_keys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mnt - shell - emulated</td>
<td>.dlprovider (folder), Android (folder), jceen (folder), lib (folder), miad (folder), MIUI (folder), Movies (folder), Pictures (folder), system (folder), $l30, profig.os, volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proc</td>
<td>327 (folder), asound (folder), bus (folder), driver (folder), fs (folder), isq (folder), scsi (folder), sys (folder), systvcp (folder), touchscreen (folder), tty (folder) $l30, buddyinfo_google, cgroups, consoles, cpioinfo, crypto, devices, diskstats, execdomains, fb, filesystems, ft5x0x-debug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res - images - charger</td>
<td>$l30, batteryfail.png, battery_scale_0.png, battery_scale_1.png, battery_scale_2.png, battery_scale_3.png, battery_scale_4.png, battery_scale_5.png</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>sdcard 1 (folder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sys</td>
<td>bus (folder), devices (folder), fs (folder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>system</td>
<td>app (folder), bin (folder), etc (folder), fonts (folder), framework (folder), lib (folder), media (folder), priv-app (folder), ts (folder), usr (folder), vendor (folder), xbin (folder) $l30, built.prop, built.prop.bakforspec</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(main directori)</td>
<td>$l30, default.prop, file_contexts, property_contexts, seapp_contexts, selinux_version, sepolcy, service_contexts, udevinit.qcom.rc, udevinit.rc, unlock_key, verity_key</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of the observations that had been conducted on the data which is shown in Table 3 did not reveal any potential digital evidence related variables, content and folders in it. Based on observations described in Table 3, it can be concluded that mobile banking applications along with a directory of storage on a smartphone are not found the necessary data relating to the account of customers, of identity along with the access key, the log records application access, record banking transactions records as well as the third transactions party services, and there are no other important data that can be used as security holes in the mobile banking applications.
c) Analysis of Security Systems
At this stage, an analysis of the mobile banking application security system to determine the level of security with the observations is described in detail in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Security System</th>
<th>Security Level</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Telephone numbers SIM Card Authentication</td>
<td>Medium Risk</td>
<td>There is no detection process to authenticate the SIM Card phone number used on smartphones as a legitimate customer identification corresponding banking data at the beginning of the registration of activation of mobile banking services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication access application (ID and password)</td>
<td>Low Risk</td>
<td>Customers are required to update or change the password within 30 days for any use of the access password</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data stored / transaction log</td>
<td>Low Risk</td>
<td>There are no transaction history record data, access logs, the client's identity, and other important data related to banking authorized account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authentication access banking transactions and additional third-party services PIN 6 (six) digits</td>
<td>Low Risk</td>
<td>Security systems such as access PIN 6 (six) digit must be differentiated access key applications. And when transactions must fill two (2) random PIN code corresponding application command</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are weaknesses in the authentication phase to ensure that the SIM card inside the smartphone there is a SIM card with a mobile phone number of the user's identity or the customer is entitled to access the application. Authentication security in the form of SIM Card access scanning is used as security for the first phase before continuing on the stage login access. The application will automatically shut down or force to close when the system has ensured inside the smartphone there is no SIM card that includes a mobile phone number is registered on the bank system.

6. CONCLUSION
Researchers have conducted a series of studies and analysis of mobile banking applications, it can be concluded, the basic command system in the process flow of mobile banking applications practice not to store important data belonging to customers as a legal and legitimate access. The conclusions of this study have made it clear that in this smartphone device was not found important data that can be used as digital evidence of potential or vulnerabilities.

The command script application works only make requests access to the services provided by banks through the application. Mobile banking applications and functions only as an intermediary access without storage of information that have been accessed by the customer. Based on the study, mobile banking applications had some stages of security system in the form of identity access authentication and password or PIN that had to be entered into the system. The use of PIN lock transaction can be distinguished by a password / PIN entry applications. And a working system using a password / PIN entry replacement should be done periodically by the application system.

This study focused on the analysis of the log data mobile banking application, expected results reached 80%. After testing and analysis of the mobile banking application, there is no important information that can be used for unauthorized access. And the security level applied modern enough to secure from unauthorized access action.

7. FUTURE WORKS
The suggestion is a medium to convey a shortage of researchers in the process and complete the study, therefore the researchers expect a lot of suggestions from the readers and others researchers on related fields in this study. Since the limited tools or applications which can support the research on the mobile forensics investigators, the researchers need additional information to enlarge the knowledge about it from the other studies. The suggestion for the next research is using a live forensic method or perform physical acquisition of the mobile device.
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